1. RESEARCH UNIVERSITY

We are a research university known in Europe and worldwide. We regularly monitor our placement in several international rankings that put emphasis on the quality of science, research of peace teaching. We are involved in the life of the university scientific park of Košice, we support the development of top scientific teams. Our researchers contribute to finding a cancer medicine, students help children who cannot afford professional legal assistance. Experts from the Faculty of Arts explore the effect of the language for thinking as well as a thinking itself. We walk on and expand cyber security workplaces, we associate with witness capacities from abroad, and other expenses across time to understand the basis of the functioning of the world around us.

2. EXPERIENCE NEEDED IN THE WORLD

Science is a never-ending way behind new knowledge. Our Peak Research Infrastructure and expert tutorial practice will prepare you for excellent application on the market. World scientists and specialized laboratories will open their doors to you to do the studies of new things. After all, you can be one forgetful Nobel Prize winner. You certainly appear to be the individual approach of teachers, great libraries (including Austria), a virtual study area, a university store, access to information resources or first-class furnished classrooms, refurbished halls and attractive television and radio studio.

3. GREEN UNIVERSITY

We care about a healthy and sustainable environment. Do you also think and sort your waste? Join the “Zero Waste” and protect our nature from the “garbage” threat! Our university creates conditions for a greener life. We walk on and expand cyber security workplaces, we associate with witness capacities from abroad, and other expenses across time to understand the basis of the functioning of the world around us.

4. CREATING QUALITY ENVIRONMENT POSSIBILITIES

Whether dormitories, a library, laboratories, or class devices... The most modern equipment is at your disposal. Whether dormitories, a library, laboratories, or class devices... We prepare you for excellent application on the market. World scientists and specialized laboratories will open their doors to you to do the studies of new things. After all, you can be one forgetful Nobel Prize winner. You certainly appear to be the individual approach of teachers, great libraries (including Austria), a virtual study area, a university store, access to information resources or first-class furnished classrooms, refurbished halls and attractive television and radio studio.

5. CAREER AND COUNSELLING SERVICES

As one of the best Slovak universities, we have our own counseling center, where we will advise you not only about your career. UNIP provide free psychological, social, legal, and career counseling advice to all students. Special attention is paid to the care of students with special needs. You do not have to wait in addition to your studies and do internships! We always have a Career Day for you. On something! To learn to Write. Week, talks, first duties or Autogenous training are just a taste of everything our career counsellors have prepared for you. Don’t forget to listen to their UNIPedcast podcast!

6. STUDENT HOUSES AND CANTEENS

The extended offer of a meatless menu in the student canteens will surely pleasantly surprise you. Will they become yours too? The city of Košice is simply full of life!

7. UNIVERSITY EVENTS

You can look forward to events where you will not only have fun, but also use your potential. Open days, faculty days, university sports days, student clubs, student conferences, concerts, artists, speakers, and many other events. On Career Day, you will meet potential employers and experience job interviews directly at the university. Student associations will give you development in your field, and you will gain contacts in the future. Are you active and have an organizational spirit? We are looking for UP JŠ ambassadors! You would help us organize the event as a student support force. Truths for a scholarship!
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